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The long-awaited guide for modern hedge fund compliance program 
development.
Hedge Fund Compliance + Website provides straightforward, practical guidance 
toward developing a hedge fund compliance program, drawn from the author’s 
experience training financial regulators, consulting with government entities, and 
analyzing hedge fund compliance structures across the globe. In-depth 
explanations of compliance principles are backed by illustrative case studies and 
examples. Highly in-demand templates of popular hedge fund compliance 
documentation provide actionable illustrations of key compliance policies. 
Designed to assist investors, fund managers, service providers, and compliance job 
seekers directly, this book describes the fundamental building blocks of the hedge 
fund compliance function. Compliance is one of the fastest growing areas in the 
hedge fund space. This reference book provides an essential foundation in modern 
hedge fund compliance, reflecting the recent changes of this dynamic field.

About the Author

Jason Scharfman is the Managing Partner of Corgentum Consulting, a specialist 
consulting firm which performs operational due diligence reviews and background 
investigations of fund managers including hedge funds. He is recognized as one 
of the leading experts in the field hedge funds and is the author of Hedge Fund 
Governance: Evaluating Oversight, Independence, and Conflict (Academic Press, 
2014), Hedge Fund Operational Due Diligence: Understanding the Risks (John Wiley & 
Sons, 2008) and Private Equity Operational Due Diligence: Tools to Evaluate Liquidity, 
Valuation and Documentation (John Wiley & Sons, 2012). He has provided training 
to financial regulators, consulted with government entities on financial regulation, 
developing compliance functions, and analyzed over 5,000 hedge fund compliance 
structures across the globe.
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The evidence-based approach to a more worthwhile portfolio.
The Index Revolution argues active investing is a loser’s game, and that a passive 
approach is more profitable in today’s market. By adjusting your portfolio asset 
weights to match a performance index, you consistently earn higher returns and 
come out on top in the long run. This book explains why indexing investment 
operations at a low cost, and trusting that active professionals have set securities 
prices as correctly as possible, you will achieve better long-term results than 
those who look down on passive approaches while following outdated advice that 
no longer works. 

About the Author

Charles D. Ellis has been a consultant for large institutional investors and was 
formerly founder of Greenwich Associates, an international strategy consulting 
firm that serves most leading financial service organizations globally. He is author 
of 13 books, including the bestselling Winning the Loser’s Game, which has sold well 
over 500,000 copies.
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Title and cover on query by Mike 

The Enduring 
Advisory Firm

A guide for financial advisors who are ready to embrace new opportunities.
The Enduring Advisory Firm makes a compelling case for taking a closer look at 
technology and other trends in order to move the business of financial advice into 
the next stage of its evolution. Combining a facts-based approach with case 
studies, it offers strategies for attracting clients and streamlining operations. 
Today’s smart practice managers are focusing on emerging topics like the 
Millennial generation, interactive technologies, and growth planning. Responding 
to these trends, helped by this book, could propel your financial advising business 
toward a more successful future.

About the Authors

Mark C. Tibergien is Chief Executive Officer of Pershing Advisor Solutions, a BNY 
Mellon company. 
Kimberly G. Dellarocca is a Managing Director and head of Corporate 
Communications and Business Planning for Pershing LLC.
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Explore the world-changing digital transformation in China.
Organised into three major areas of the digital economy within China, this 
ground-breaking book explores the surge in e-commerce of consumer goods, the 
way in which multi-screen and mobile Internet use has increased in popularity, 
and the cultural emphasis on the mobile Internet as a source of lifestyle- and 
entertainment-based content. Targeted at the global business community, this 
lucid and engaging text guides business leaders, investors, investment banking 
professionals, corporate advisors, and consultants in grasping the challenges and 
opportunities created by China’s emerging mobile economy, and its debut onto 
the global stage. Year 2014-15 marks the most important inflection point in the 
history of the internet in China. Almost overnight, the worlds largest digitally-
connected middle class went both mobile and multi-screen (smart phone, tablets, 
laptops and more), with huge implications for how consumers behave and what 
companies need to do to successfully compete. As next-generation mobile devices 
and services take off, China’s strength in this arena will transform it from a global 
trend follower to a trend setter. 

About the Author

Winston Ma is a Managing Director of China Investment Corporation (CIC), the 
sovereign wealth fund of China. Prior to joining CIC, Ma was: deputy head of 
equity capital markets at Barclays Capital; Vice-President at J.P. Morgan investment 
banking; a corporate lawyer at Davis Polk’s Pollack Center for Law and Business; 
and an international visiting professor at the University of Richmond School of 
Law. In 2014 he received the Distinguished Alumni Award from NYU.
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Age of 
Transformation

A financial playbook for scoring against the rising dollar.
Bestselling author John Mauldin examines the rising dollar, and argues we are in 
the early stages of a currency valuation sea change set to bring about a major 
bond bull market that few are expecting. The discussion entails quantitative 
easing, zero interest rate policies, money printing, financial repression, rising 
inflation, and currency wars, and offers valuable insight into how you can protect 
your wealth during this next crucial phase, so you’ll be prepared and able to take 
advantage of the coming markets.

About the Author

John F. Mauldin is the President of Millennium Wave Advisors, an investment 
advisory firm and is also a registered representative of Millennium Wave Securities, 
a FINRA-registered broker-dealer. Each week, well over a million readers turn 
to John Mauldin to better understand Wall Street, global markets and the world 
economy drivers. 
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Track the exponential rise of one of the world’s most successful 
businesspeople. 
Internationally recognised for his achievements and philanthropy, Dr Riady is a 
stunning example of how personal philosophy merges with business acumen to 
create extraordinary success. From revitalising Bank Central Asia and founding 
the global Lippo Group, creating the Mochtar Riady Institute for Nanotechnology 
and Pelita Harapan University, Dr Riady has done it all. Involved in finance, 
property, infrastructure, telecommunications, retail, e-commerce, biomedical 
research and all aspects of business; he has written about his experiences 
building a diversified business conglomerate, but never before has he told the 
whole story. 

About the Author

Mochtar Riady graduated from the Chung Yang University (now Southeast 
University) in Nanjing, China. From a humble start, Dr Riady has built a stellar 
business over 60 years and is the head of an impressive multinational empire and 
is known today as a bank crisis specialist. 
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How community banking can flourish in the face of fintech and global 
competition with a fresh approach to strategy.
In this guide, the author offers practical advice for competing with megabanks, 
direct banks, non-banks, and financial technology companies. It separates futurist 
thinking from today’s realities, and dispels common myths surrounding banking 
models to shed light on the real challenges facing community banking institutions. 
It follows with clear solutions, proven strategies, and insight from experts across 
banking and fintech. Not a one-size-fits-all approach, this book offers different 
tactics for community banks and credit unions to compete and flourish in the 
new world.

About the Author

John Waupsh is the Chief Innovation Officer at BancVue where he helps spearhead 
technology and marketing solutions such as Kasasa, a national brand of financial 
products offered exclusively at hundreds of community financial institutions 
around the US for more than a decade. 
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The Barefoot 
Investor

This book will take a baseball bat to the way we think about our money. 
It will help the reader develop a simple, enjoyable plan that will make them 
financially bulletproof… regardless of age, and regardless of income. Above all, it 
will give them the freedom to tread their own path. To be truly happy we must be 
in control of our financial life—or lack of money will control us forever—this is the 
plan that will help the reader attain this control: a plan that the author has 
already successfully taught to thousands of people.

About the Author

Scott Pape makes money sexy. Heralded as the Jamie Oliver of finance, Scott is 
a successful stockbroker and his work has appeared in many types of media. His 
2004 book The Barefoot Investor was an overwhelming success he is also a well-
known and sought-after keynote speaker. 
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Great businesses do not become great by accident. They become great 
through purposeful design.  
Whatever your current level in business, the building blocks of Built to Grow are 
universally applicable. Developed in the real world laboratory of thousands of 
businesses in twenty-seven countries spanning over two decades, you’ll learn 
what successful businesses have done to ensure their greatness isn’t just a 
coincidence, but an act of deliberate intent. Avoid the common pitfalls of a trial 
and error approach to business growth. Instead, redirect your efforts and apply a 
tested blue print for high performing organizations.

About the Author

Royston Guest is CEO of PTI worldwide, a global consultancy and training 
organisation with a proven track record in delivering business growth, people 
transformation and peak performance.
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Check-in Strategy 
Journal

Take a step closer to your goals with this essential executive planner.
Never enough hours in the day to take care of daily business and work towards 
your goals? The Check-in Strategy Journal offers readers the solution, firstly 
defining your goals in concrete terms, translating your vision into workable 
strategy, and then mapping out a plan for making it reality. You’ll watch the 
results roll in and as the “wins” pile up, they fuel the momentum that keeps you 
moving toward the ultimate vision. This book provides a clear blueprint for setting 
it into motion.

About the Authors

Robert Craven is an international business speaker, author and consultant who 
shares his ‘no nonsense’ approach with his audiences. 
Adam Harris is a Director at www.fresh-mindset.com, providing leaders with the 
insights and tools needed to develop expertise in making the right introductions, 
and leverage this knowledge for strategic sales success. 
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3rd Edition
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Get the inside scoop on what venture capitalists want to see in your startup.
Venture Deals provides entrepreneurs and startup owners with a definitive 
reference for understanding venture capital funding. This book delves into the 
details of the term sheet, the players, the negotiations, the legalities, and more, 
including what not to do. This new third edition has been updated to reflect the 
new realities of today’s intricate startup environment. You’ll see the process 
through the eyes of the venture capitalist, the investor, the syndicate, and the 
lawyer, and develop a winning strategy to fund your company.

About the Authors

Brad Feld has been an early stage investor and entrepreneur for over twenty years. 
Jason Mendelson has over a decade of experience in the venture capital and 
technology industries in a multitude of investing, operational and engineering roles.
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Capital Projects
What Every Executive Needs to Know to Avoid Costly 
Mistakes and Make Major Investments Pay Off 
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A real-world framework for driving capital project success.
Capital Projects provides an empirically-based framework for capital project 
strategy and implementation, based on the histories of over 20,000 capital 
projects ranging from $50,000 to $40 billion. Derived from the detailed, carefully 
normalized database at preeminent project consultancy IPA, this solid framework 
is applicable to all types of capital investment projects large and small, in any 
sector, including technology, life sciences, petroleum, consumer products, and 
more. Although grounded in empirical research and rigorous data analysis, this 
book is not an academic discussion or a conceptual dissertation; it’s a practical, 
actionable, on-the-ground guide to making your project succeed. Businesses 
report that 60 percent of their projects fail to meet all business objectives, and 
IPA’s database shows that projects’ final average net present value undershoots 
initial estimates by 28 percent. This book provides concrete, actionable solutions 
to help you avoid the pitfalls and lead the way toward a more positive outcome.

About the Author

Paul Barshop is Chief Operating Officer of IPA, the preeminent capital project 
consultancy in the world. With 5 offices in different regions, IPA interacts with 
clients all over the world on a daily basis. More than 50% of IPA’s revenue is 
generated outside the US.
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Positive Thinking
Find Happiness and Contentment Through the  
Power of Positive Thought 
Gill Hasson
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Bestselling author Gill Hasson is back to help you learn how the power of 
positive thinking can change your life. 
Are you stuck in a rut? Do you feel plagued by negative thoughts and emotions 
every day? Gill Hasson, the bestselling author of Mindfulness and Emotional 
Intelligence, is back to help you move on from those pesky negative emotions and 
focus on the positive instead. Gill’s practical and reassuring approach to the 
benefits of positive thinking will have you applying it to your own life every day. If 
you struggle to see past setbacks both at work and at home, it can be tricky not 
to let those negative emotions affect you in every area of your life. This book will 
give readers the tools to view life with a positive outlook and charge ahead in 
achieving goals that once seemed out of reach. 

About the Author

Gill Hasson is a bestselling personal development author, whose reassuring 
approach has helped thousands of people develop and understand the skills they 
need to lead a more peaceful, stress-free life. With Capstone she has published 
Mindfulness, Emotional Intelligence, How to Deal with Difficult People (which reached 
the #3 spot in the Sunday Times Bestseller list), Mindfulness Pocketbook and 
Overcoming Anxiety.
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Michael Allen’s Guide to e-Learning
Building Interactive, Fun, and Effective Learning Programs 
for Any Company, 2nd Edition
Michael W. Allen
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Explore effective learning programs with the father of e-learning. 
This book presents best practices for building interactive, fun, and effective online 
learning programs. This engaging text offers insight regarding what makes great 
e-learning, particularly from the perspectives of motivation and interactivity, and 
features history lessons that assist you in avoiding common pitfalls and guide you 
in the direction of e-learning success. This updated edition also considers changes 
in technology and tools that facilitate the implementation of the strategies, 
guidelines, and techniques it presents. 

About the Author

Michael Allen is Chairman and CEO of Allen Interactions, which builds universally-
acclaimed custom learning experiences for organizations. Allen was the force 
behind one of the most successful authoring tools ever created, Authorware, and 
Allen Interactions visual-based authoring and publishing system, ZebraZapps. He is 
author of several books on creating effective e-learning.
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Commonsense Leadership
No Nonsense Rules for Improving Your Mental Game and 
Increasing Your Team’s Performance
Jack H. Llewellyn
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Win the mental game before you ever step out on the field.
Commonsense Leadership is the playbook for leaders who want to win. From 
rallying the team to hitting it out of the park, every leader needs to understand 
the mental game. A winning team must be highly skilled, but they must also be 
resilient, motivated, attentive, and ready to charge the field. Skills can be taught, 
but the mental factor comes from the environment and the leadership. This book 
shows you how to boost performance, with real-world solutions for instilling that 
razor-sharp mental edge.

About the Author

Dr Jack H. Llewellyn is founder and president of the Center for Winning 
Performance. Dr Llewellyn helps business clients use the approach and strategies 
used by famous athletes to properly assess their abilities, correctly focus on 
processes to reach goals, thrive on stress and recover quickly from adversity to 
become top performers. 
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Edgar H. Schein
Sloan School of Management Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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The book that defined the field, updated and expanded for today’s 
organizations. 
This new fifth edition shows how culture has become a popular concept and 
expands the focus on the role of national cultures in influencing culture dynamics, 
including some practical concepts for how to deal with international differences. 
Special emphasis is given to how the role of leadership varies with the age of the 
organization from founding through to old age as cultural issues vary at each 
stage. How culture change is managed at each stage and in different 
organizations is emphasized as a central concern of leader behavior. 

About the Author

Edgar H. Schein is the world-renowned expert on organizational culture, credited 
with founding the field and authoring this, the defining resource on the topic. He 
has written several best-selling books and consults with organizations worldwide 
on culture, organizational development, and careers. 
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Digital Sense
The Common Sense Approach to Effectively Blending Social 
Business Strategy, Marketing Technology, and Customer 
Experience 
Travis Wright & Chris J. Snook
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Compete in the digital world with pragmatic strategies for success.
Digital Sense provides a complete playbook for a more engaged customer 
experience strategy. By reorganizing sales and marketing, you gain newfound 
talent and knowledge from the resources already at hand. This book provides two 
pragmatic frameworks for implementing and customizing a new marketing 
operating system at any size organization; the Experience Marketing Framework 
and the Social Business Strategy Framework break down proven methods for 
exceeding the expectations throughout the entirety of the buying journey. 
Customizable by industry, sector, or scale, these frameworks helps organizations 
leap to the front of the line. 

About the Authors

Travis Wright is Chief Marketing Technology Officer at CCP Global, a consultant, 
keynote speaker, entrepreneur, data and analytics geek, tech journalist, and stand-
up comic. 
Chris J. Snook is a Venture Catalyst in Residence at Tallwave and Brand-
Humanizer-at-Large for Ethology, helping brands audit and strategically develop a 
consumer-first roadmap. 
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The Dream Chaser
If You Don’t Build Your Dream, Someone Else Will Hire You 
to Help Build Theirs 
Tony A. Gaskins Jr.
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Build your vision, work with purpose, live the life of your dreams.
Does your daily effort at work build your dream, or someone else’s? Do you work 
for pay or fulfillment? It’s possible to have both, and this book shows you how to 
get there. Purpose-minded entrepreneurs are changing the world every day, living 
and working with passion and excitement. This book shows you how to stay 
focused on your goals, build a solid hands-on strategy, leverage your talents and 
abilities, and build a business that benefits the world. 

About the Author

Tony A. Gaskins Jr. is a motivational speaker, author, and life coach. Tony is a 
gobal speaker, a TV and film producer, ghostwriter and an author / business / 
social media consultant. He has been featured on The Oprah Winfrey Show, TBN’s 
700 Club, and The Tyra Banks Show.
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A non-technical guide to leveraging retail analytics for personal and 
competitive advantage. 
Style & Statistics is a real-world guide to analytics in retail. Written specifically for 
the non-IT crowd, this book explains analytics in an approachable, 
understandable way, and provides examples of direct application to retail 
merchandise management, marketing, and operations. The discussion covers 
current industry trends and emerging-standard processes, and illustrates how 
analytics is providing new solutions to perennial retail problems. Key concepts are 
detailed in easy-to-understand language, and numerous examples highlight the 
growing importance of understanding analytics in the retail environment. 

About the Author

Brittany Bullard is a systems engineer at SAS. She has strong retail experience 
implementing analytical solutions and developing merchandise processes that 
have led to incremental profitability and success. 
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It’s no longer good enough to build a company to last; today it’s about 
building a company to ignite change. 
The Power of Positive Destruction reveals how to start a new business, disrupt an 
industry, and adapt to changing environments by leveraging technology and a 
new mindset. Merrin’s incredible story, coupled with real, actionable advice, will 
resonate with anyone who wants to be a catalyst of change. With this book, 
readers will learn to see the inefficiencies, ineptitudes, and everyday problems 
that others dismiss as the cost of doing business and create “unfair competitive 
advantages” to stack the deck-and win. 

About the Authors

Seth Merrin is an entrepreneur, global business leader and philanthropist who 
has reinvented how Wall Street can work for good and use technology to make the 
markets safer and more efficient for investors. 
Carlye Adler is an award-winning journalist and three-time New York Times  
best-selling author/collaborator. 
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Boost profits, margins, and customer loyalty with more effective CRM 
strategy. 
Managing Customer Experience and Relationships positions the customer as central 
to long-term strategy, and provides essential guidance toward optimizing that 
relationship for the long haul. By gaining a deep understanding of this critical 
dynamic, you’ll become better able to build and manage the customer base that 
drives revenue and generates higher margins. This new third edition includes 
updated examples, case studies, and references, alongside insightful 
contributions from global industry leaders to give you a well-rounded, broadly-
applicable knowledge base and a more effective CRM strategy.

About the Authors

Don Peppers is Founding Partner at Peppers and Rogers Group. He is a former 
CEO of a top-20 direct marketing agency. 
Martha Rogers is Founder Emerita of Peppers and Rogers Group and Adjunct 
Professor at the Fuqua School of Business, Duke University, and the Co-Director of 
the Teradata CRM Center at Duke.
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Turn unstructured data into valuable business insight. 
Unstructured Data Analytics provides an accessible, non-technical introduction to 
the analysis of unstructured data. Written by global experts,it presents 
unstructured data analysis (UDA) concepts in a practical way, highlighting the 
scope of applications across industries, companies, and business functions. The 
discussion covers key aspects of implementation, beginning with an explanation 
of the data and the information it provides, moving into a holistic framework for 
implementation. Case studies show how companies are leveraging UDA in 
security and customer management, and provide clear example of both 
traditional business applications and newer, more innovative practices. 

About the Authors

Jean Paul Isson is Global Vice President of Business Intelligence and Predictive 
Analytics at Monster Worldwide (the parent company of Monster). 
Minha Hwang is an Analytics Expert at McKinsey & Company, a management 
consulting firm that helps leading corporations and organizations make distinctive, 
lasting, and substantial improvements in their performance.
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